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VOLTA RESOURCES INC. 
 

TSX: VTR 
Closing Price (February 5): $0.86 

52-Week Range: $1.03-$0.11 
Shares O/S:  99.95 million 

Market Cap:  $85.96 million 
 

KIAKA DRILL RESULTS 
  
Volta Resources Inc. released results from another completed section of its Kiaka gold project in 
Burkina Faso. To date, 36 holes of a more than 150-hole program have been completed, with results 
having been received for 14 holes. The newly released results comprise nine holes of section 5300N.  
 
Volta intersected 191 metres at 1.31 g/t gold, including 19 metres at 2.55 g/t (Hole KRD33); and 93 
metres at 1.59 g/t, including 57 metres at 2.05 g/t (Hole KDG29). Other highlights from the section are 
shown in the table below, and further details are included in Volta’s February 4, 2010 news release, 
available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. 
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COMMENT: This the second set of very impressive results from Volta’s drilling program at Kiaka. 
Yet again the intercepts are wide and start at surface. While still infill holes, they again confirm the 
impressive width of the KMZ zone, previously defined by Randgold. More important, Volta's closer 
drill spacing has better defined the continuity of discrete higher-grade zones that were initially 
observed during the Company's due diligence review of the project. This continuing pattern of 
substantial widths of mineralization including higher-grade intersections has positive implications for 
improving overall project economics and the efficient delivery of an independent NI 43-101 compliant 
resource.  

 
The following map and cross-section of fence 5300N help in appreciating the extent and geometry of 
the mineralization.  
 

 
Source: The Company 
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THE COMPANY 
 
Volta Resources is a Canadian company with a mandate to become the leader in the identification, 
acquisition, and exploration of gold-rich properties in West Africa. The Company has an enviable 
portfolio of seven active projects, including two NI 43-101 compliant resources and a third being 
addressed in Ghana and Burkina Faso. Both countries are mining-friendly and have proven world-
class gold deposits.  
 
STOCK ACTION 
 
Volta’s news appeared shortly before the close on February 4, and the stock closed at $0.74 per share. 
Market reaction to the news was evident the following morning, with the stock opening at $0.81 per 
share and reaching $0.91 before closing at $0.86 on large volume of over 837,000 shares for the day. 

 
eResearch Analysts: 
Anthony G. B. Hayes, B.Sc. (Hons.), DIA, CFA 
Bob Weir, B.Sc., B.Comm, CFA 
 
 
NOTE: eResearch reports on Volta Resources Inc. and  other companies are available FREE on our website at 
www.eresearch.ca . 
 
 
eResearch Disclaimer: In keeping with the policies of eResearch concerning its strict independence, 
all of the opinions expressed in this report, including the selection of the 12-month Target Price and 
the Recommendation (Buy-Hold-Sell) for the Company’s shares, are strictly those of eResearch, and 
are free from any influence or interference from any person or persons at the Company. In the 
preparation of a research report, it is the policy of eResearch to send a draft copy of the report, 
without divulging the Target Price or Recommendation or any reference to either in the text of the 
report, to the Company and to any third party that paid for the report to be written. Comments from 
Company management are restricted to correcting factual errors, and ensuring that there are no 
misrepresentations or confidential, non-public information contained in the report. eResearch, in its 
sole discretion, judges whether to include in its final report any of the suggestions made on its draft 
report. 
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